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Introduction

A map is a scaled representation of a portion of the earth's surface.  The maps you use will be drawn 
on paper or a computer screen, however, in the past they have been drawn on clay tablets, papyrus, 
and even in sand.  Today, computer generated maps are able to be manipulated to represent many 
different variables, and at the touch of key, can be displayed on a monitor, printed on paper, and even 
transmitted from one part of the world to another via the internet.

The type of map with which you will, probably, become most familiar in Geography is the topographic 
map.  Topography is a word that simply means the detailed description of the natural and 
cultural features of an area.  A topographic map is drawn to clearly show an area’s natural features, 
such as rivers, mountains, valleys and vegetation, and associated cultural features, such as towns, 
villages, roads, and power transmission lines.

Topographic maps are used in many areas of industry. They are used in engineering, mineral 
exploration, natural resource conservation, environmental management, public works design, urban 
planning, as well as commercial and residential planning. They are also used in a wide range of 
recreational outdoor activities like hiking, climbing, orienteering, rogaining, camping, and fishing.

Marginal Information
A first step in examining any topographic map is to look at the information provided in its margin.  This 
information is called marginal information or border information.  The marginal information 
includes :

1.   the map title which is usually a town or some other prominent geographic feature;
    
2.   the scale which is given as a representative fraction (e.g. 1: 100 000) and a linear scale - the 

scale allows you to determine the real distances that the map distances represent;

3.   the key or legend - an explanation of the conventional signs (or symbols) used to represent 
natural and cultural features on the map;

Topographic Map Skills  1
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4.   the units of measurement used for height; 

5.   contour intervals - contours are the brown lines on a map that join places of equal height and show 
not only the height of land above sea level, but also landforms;

6. the map’s grid reference system and latitude and longitude, both of which allow accurate locating of 
information on the map;

7.   the date of issue and any revision - this gives you an idea of the accuracy of the map, as map 
gets older, information, particularly cultural 
information, changes so that the map becomes less 
reliable.  Comparing an older map with a more 
recent map is useful for geographers in that they 
can learn something of the changes in an area over 
time;

8.   the north points which include -

* Grid North which is accurate to the centre of 
the map,

* True North which indicates the direction of the geographic north pole, and
*  Magnetic North which gives the direction of the magnetic north pole that a compass needle 

points to (note: this pole moves from year to year; the direction given is correct at the time of 
printing of the map, so, a correction figure is given in the form “the annual change is 0.1o in 

 approximately 3 years”. To find the difference look at the figure given at the time of printing and 
simply add the change to the present day). 

* Figure 1.1 shows the typical north point diagram seen in the map margin;

The difference between grid north and magnetic north is critical for people such as bushwalkers 
and rescue workers who need to accurately work from a map and compass.

9.   the name, position and number of adjoining sheets - these allow you to identify those map sheets 
that cover areas adjoining the map you are using;

10.  the makers of the map - each state in Australia has its own mapping authority.  The national 
mapping authority is the Australian Surveying and Land Information Group (AUSLIG) with its head 
office in Canberra.

Figure 1.1 - Northpoint diagram
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Symbols and Colour
A topographic map uses symbols (conventional signs) and colour to illustrate
the natural and cultural features of the area it represents.

Some symbols may be drawn so that they appear to resemble or are clearly linked in most people's minds 
to the features they represent.  For example : 

      represents a church

      represents a mine

Other symbols bear little resemblance to the feature they represent, however have been widely accepted 
by mapmakers, so are now used as mapmakers' conventions (hence conventional signs).  For example :

          represents a trigonometric station

               represents a gate

Colour is also used to represent both natural and cultural features on a topographic map.  Colour is 
particularly useful for detailing the broad patterns found on topographic maps such as vegetation, built-up 
areas and water bodies.  The common colours and the features they represent are:

    blue   - water
    green  - vegetation
    red   - roads
    pink  - built up areas
    black  - many other cultural features
    brown - contour lines 

The symbols and colours are given in the legend in the map’s margin.  A typical section of a legend 
can be seen in Figure 2.1           

Points to note :

1. Symbols and their meanings are organised 
 in the same order in the legend, with each 
 meaning separated by a semicolon.

2. Where a major feature such as a road route 
marker has a number of different types, the 
major feature is mentioned first, followed by 

 the different types

3. There may be slight variations in symbols 
 from one map to another, so it is always 
 wise to check the legend even if you think 
 you know what the symbol represents.

Figure 2.1 - Section of a typical topographic map
                          legend.
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Direction and Bearings
Showing direction on a topographic map, as on any map, is by using 
north as the main reference point.  On a topographic map the grid 
system determines that north is at the top of the map.  To give the 
direction of one place from another, use the  compass points.

The major points, North, South, East and West, are known 
as cardinal points.  All other points on the compass are 
known as ordinal points (see Fig.3.1)

To determine the direction from one feature to another choose 
the cardinal point or ordinal point that is closest to the line 
between the two features.  

For example: in Fig.3.2 the direction from A to B is east. The 
direction from B to A is west.

      
      
       
       
       

       

       Bearings

          A more accurate method of giving the direction from one 
       place to another is the bearing. A bearing is an angular 
       measurement from one place to another.

          Bearings are measured from North which is 00. 
      
       Figure 3.4  gives the bearings for the cardinal and the 
       ordinal points.  Finer measurements can be determined 
       using a protractor (the best to use is a circular or 360o 
       protractor).

       For example: to determine the bearing from A to B in 
       Fig.3.2,draw a line from A to B and a little beyond so 
       that it will cut the edge of the protractor. Place the 
       protractor at A  with 0o pointing north and then reading 
       the angle from the edge of the protractor. The bearing 
       from A to B is 970.
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Figure 3.1 - Cardinal and ordinal points

Figure 3.4 - Cardinal and ordinal points with 
! ! bearings

Figure 3.2 - example

Quadrants

Maps can be conveniently divided into quarters using 
the compass points as shown in Figure 3.3.

! ! ! ! In this example Maton 
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Figure 3.3 - Map quadrants
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Height and Slope
Height on a topographic map is measured as a height in metres above sea level.  Height is shown in a 
number of ways:

 1.  Spot heights - the height at a high point in a given area of the map, for example:

      145

    Note - the number after the dot is this point’s height above sea level.

2.  Trig. Points - or trigonometrical stations are major spot heights which are used as control points in 
surveying.  They are generally seen on the ground as a rock (or concrete) cairn supporting a marker.  
In map-making today computers plot information on a map from aerial photographs; trig. points may 
be used for field checking the accuracy of a map before its final printing.  The symbol for a trig. point 
is:

        123

    Note - the number after the symbol is this point’s height above sea level - trig.points 
    are  also called major control points.

3.   Bench marks - same use as a trig. point but generally a small plate fixed to a feature. A bench mark 
appears on a map in this form:

  BM 123

4.   Contour lines - these are the brown lines that join places of equal height above sea level.  As well as 
telling you the height of land at different points they can also give you valuable information about the 
shape of the land or landform. To understand contour lines you must know their important features - 
these can be seen in Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1 - Features of contour lines 
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It is quite easy to determine the height of land using the contours.  It is much more difficult to imagine the
landform and its associated slopes.  To do this you need to understand the various patterns that the 
contours form.

The shape of slopes can be determined by looking at the change in the spacing of contour lines over a 
distance. Figure 4.2 illustrates the different types of slopes that can be identified.

Figure 4.2 - Types of slopes
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Contour Lines and Landforms
Contour lines, as well as indicating height and slope of land, can, by their patterns and 
arrangement, allow you to identify particular landform features. Figure 5.1 illustrates some of the 
main landforms that could be found on a topographic map.

Topographic Map Skills  5

Figure 5.1 - Contour lines and landforms

Landforms

basin! a more or less level area surrounded or mostly surrounded by an upland area. 
  A drainage basin or a catchment area is a large area drained by a river and its 
  tributaries.

cliff !  a tall steep (vertical) rock face - indicated on a topographic map by the 
  joining of a number of contour lines (some maps will have special contour 
  lines for cliffs that can be found in the key).

escarpment ! a very steep slope, usually continuous and facing one general direction (e.g. (or 
(scarp) the  Darling Scarp to the east of Perth) - contour lines are very close together 
  for some distance.
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floodplain! very flat landform found on the floor of a broad valley and formed by the 
  action of the river flowing through the valley. May not have contour lines to 
  indicate heights but may have spot heights. The floodplain, as its name 
  suggests, may be subject to regular flooding and this may be indicated on a 
  topographic map as “land subject to inundation” - look at the mapʼs legend.

hill!  a high point in an area with slopes, spurs and V-shaped valleys leading to its 
  peak (or summit or top) - the height of the top of a hill.

island ! land completely surrounded by water - the shore of the island will not have a 
  contour line as it is at sea level (from where all contour lines are measured).

knoll ! a small hill that may be isolated from other surrounding high ground.

mountain! usually steep-sided, high and prominent landform features - e.g. Mt. Everest. 
  On many maps hills are identified as mountains by their name but in reality 
  are  hills. For example, Mt. Wycheproof in Victoriaʼs western plains has the 
  honour of being the worldʼs lowest registered mountain at 43 metres above 
  the surrounding plain, so, in reality it is a hill (but donʼt try to tell the local 
  people that!).

pass! narrow passage between two adjacent high areas; where it is relatively high, 
  may be known as a col or saddle.

peninsular! a piece of land that is almost completely surrounded by water, e.g. Cape York 
  Peninsular.

plain! an area of flat or very gently sloping land. Plains are indicated by contour 
  lines that are very widely spread. The flat area adjacent to a river is known as 
  a floodplain.

plateau! a large elevated area of generally flat land. Indicated by widely spread 
  contour lines across the top with closely spaced contour lines at the edges.

re-entrant  another name for a V-shaped valley (see below).

ridge ! a long narrow area of high ground between two lower areas. Can be quite 
  long and composed of a number of hilltops or saddles. Bushwalkers often 
  talk of walking up a ridge when in fact they are walking up a spur (which may 
  form part of a ridge).

saddle ! a depression or low point between two hilltops, also known as a col or pass.

spur ! a minor projection (bulge) of high ground from the top of a hill or mountain. 
  Spurs are indicated by contour lines bulging out from a high point.

summit ! highest point on the top of a hill or mountain.

valley ! an elongated depression between two areas of high ground, often contains 
  rivers or creeks. Smaller valleys are known as V-shaped valleys, or 
  re-entrants, and are indicated by the contour lines forming a “V” shape back 
  in towards the top of a hill. Broader valleys may have a floodplain adjacent to 
  a river that flows through the bottom of the valley.
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Locating Places on a 
Topographic Map

A topographic map uses a grid system to allow the accurate location of features.  This grid system is 
made up of a series of parallel vertical lines (eastings) and a series of parallel horizontal lines (northings), 
each numbered. See below:

Once you understand how the map grid works it is a simple matter to locate map features.

There are two ways in which you can use the grid to determine the location of a feature:

  ☛  the first is a four figure area reference,

   ☛  the second a six-figure grid reference.

Figure 6.1 - A topographic map grid
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➊   Area Reference (four figures) - to give an area reference for a feature:

   find the easting that the feature is just to 
   the right of, write down the number of 
   that easting.

 
   immediately next to this number, write 
   the number of the northing that the 
   feature is just above - this is your area 
   reference. 

 Note: in the example in Fig.6.2 the area 
 reference is the combination of the number 
 of the easting and northing at the bottom 
 left hand corner of the square that the 
 feature is in.

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

➋   Grid Reference (six figures) - the grid  reference is a more accurate way of locating a feature on a 
 topographic map.  To give a grid reference:

   find the easting that the feature is just to the right of, write the number down.

   estimate the number of tenths that the feature is towards the next easting, add this number to the 
 first two numbers - you now have the first three numbers of the grid reference.

   find the northing that the feature is just above, write its numbers next to the easting's numbers.

    estimate the number of tenths that the feature is towards the next highest northing and write this 
   number next to the others - you now have a grid reference.

   

SPECIAL NOTE: it is correct mapping convention to write the numbers for an area reference and a 
grid reference with no space, comma, dash or full stop between the two sets of numbers. 

Figure 6.3 - Determining a grid reference

Figure 6.2 - Determining an area reference
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Scale
A topographic map’s scale allows you to measure the distances and areas that the map represents in 
the real world. Scale may be indicated in one of three ways:

1. As a linear scale, for example -

2. As a ratio or representative fraction, for example:

   1:100,000 which means that one unit on the map represents 100,000 units on 
   the ground.

3. As a written statement, for example -

   One centimetre represents 1 kilometre

0 10 kilometres9876543211
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1 cm on the map 
represents this 
distance on the 
ground

Large scale
(useful for local 
land use planning)

1:10,000 100 metres

Medium scale
(useful for planning 
bushwalks, routes 
of transport 
systems etc.)

1:25,000 250 metres
Medium scale
(useful for planning 
bushwalks, routes 
of transport 
systems etc.)

1:50,000 500 metres
Medium scale
(useful for planning 
bushwalks, routes 
of transport 
systems etc.)

1:100,000 1 kilometre

Medium scale
(useful for planning 
bushwalks, routes 
of transport 
systems etc.)

1:250,000 2.5 kilometres

Small scale 
(useful for planning 
a trip around 
Australia or the 
world)

1:1,000,000 10 kilometres
Small scale 
(useful for planning 
a trip around 
Australia or the 
world)

1:5,000,000 50 kilometres

Topographic maps are medium scale maps. Their scales 
may range from 1:25,000 to 1:250,000 although this may 
vary from country to country. There are a number of ways 
to determine the relative scales of topographic maps. 
The first is to turn the scales into fractions. 

Example -  Map A has a scale of 1:25,000.  As a 
  fraction this is 1/25,000. 
  Map B has a scale of 1:100,000. As a 
  fraction this is 1/100,000.
  So, Map B is a larger scale map than 
  map A because 1/25,000 is larger than 
  1/100,000.

The second is by looking at the amount of detail 
presented on the map. A smaller scale map 
(e.g. 1: 250,000) shows a larger area of the earth’s 
surface in less detail than a larger scale scale map (e.g. 
1:25,000) which shows a smaller area of the earth’s 
surface in more detail.

A third method of determining which topographic map has  the larger scale is to use your ruler to 
measure a set distance on both maps, say one centimetre. On a 1:25,000 map one centimetre 
represents 250 metres whereas on a 250,000 map one centimetre represents 2.5 kilometres. 
Whichever map represents the smaller distance, this is the larger scale map.

Table 7.1 - Typical Map Scales

Fig. 7.1 - Comparative  map scales
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Mark start and finish 
point on the straight 
edge of a piece of paper

Transfer the piece of 
paper to the linear scale 
then read off the 
distance

Distance from A to B is 
7.9 kilometres

Measuring Distance
The method of measuring distances on a topographic map (or any map for that matter!) depends on 
whether the distance is straight-line (as the crow flies) or along an irregular line feature such as a 
road or river.

Measuring straight-line distance -
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Measuring distance along a 
curved feature - 
The trick to measuring distance 
along a feature like a road or river 
is to straighten the feature so that 
it can be compared to the linear 
scale or a ruler to enable you to 
calculate the distance using a 
map’s representative fraction.
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Place the straight edge 
of a piece of paper 
along the first straight 
section of road. Mark 
the paper and the map 
at the end of this 
straight section.

Turn the piece of paper and line 
it up with the next straight section 
of road taking care to line the 
paper up with the first mark on 
the map.

Turn the paper again, 
marking the paper and 
map again for the next 
section.

Continue to mark the 
paper and map in a 
similar manner until 
you reach the end 
point.

Transfer the piece of 
paper to the linear scale 
and read off the distance.

To measure the 
distance along 
the road from A 
to B.

Distance along the road from A to B 
is 10.9 kilometres

String may also be used 
to measure curved line 
distances - place string 
along curved line, mark 
start and end point, 
compare string length to 
the scale.

An opisometer is an 
instrument designed to 
very accurately measure 
the length of lined 
features on a map.
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Measuring/estimating area  

It is difficult to accurately determine area on a topographic map, however fairly accurate  
approximations can be made.

1. If the area of a regularly shaped feature (such as a circular lake, or square paddock etc.) is 
 required it’s simply a matter of measuring the required dimension and then applying the 
 appropriate area formula. Common formulae that may be useful are -

 ☛  area of square (or rectangle) - length X breadth

 ☛  area of circle - ⫪r2

 ☛  area of triangle - ½ base X height

 Sometimes a feature can be broken down into a number of areas, each area is calculated 
 separately and then added together for a final result.

2. An estimation of the area of a feature can be made by comparing the size of the feature to 
 the size of a grid square on the map. On a 1:100,000 map the area of a grid square is 
 1 km2, so a lake that is roughly half the size of a grid square would be ½ km2.

3. Large areas on a topographic map can be estimated by using the following methods:

Topographic Map Skills  9

1.!For a map that has a small grid, say a 
! 1:100,000 topographic map, count the 
! number of grid squares that are at least 
! half-!covered by part of the large feature. In 
! the example to the right these grid squares 
! have been ticked - when you count them 
! you will see that the number of ticks is 42. 
! As the area of a grid square on a 1:100,000 
! map is 1km2 then the island is 44km2. 

2.!On a map with a larger grid you may have to 
! transfer the shape of the large feature to 
! graph paper. Using the map’s scale you will 
! be able to work out the area of a square on 
! your grid paper. Using the same method as 
! above you will be able to get a reasonably 
! accurate idea of the feature’s area. 

Figure 9.1 - Estimating area
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To construct a cross-section follow these 
steps:

1.   Decide on the start and end point of 
 your cross-section

2.   Take the straight edge of a piece of 
 paper and line it up with the start 
 and end points and mark these points 
 on the paper.

3.   On the edge of the paper mark where 
each contour lines touches the paper 
(note: on a map where the contours 
are closely spaced you won't have to 
mark every contour, just where the 
slope changes from up to down or vice 
versa).

4.   Once you have marked the contours 
onto the paper, transfer the paper to 
your work sheet (graph paper is best).  
Draw the horizontal axis for your 
cross-section the same length as 
between the start and end point 

 on your map. (Note: the 
 horizontal scale is the 
 same as the scale of the map).

5.   Draw your vertical axis thinking 
carefully of the vertical scale - look at 
the heights between the two points, 
choose a scale that will show the 
shape of the land but not over-
exaggerate it (turning minor hills into 
towering peaks!!).

Topographic Map Skills  10

Cross-sections
A cross-section is a vertical slice through a landscape that allows us to view a landform from the side.  
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6.   Place the piece of paper along the bottom axis and plot the contour heights on the graph.  When 
finished, joined the plotted points with a smoothly curved line.

7.   Finally, complete your cross-section by clearly giving it a title, ensuring that the vertical and 
horizontal scales are shown, giving the grid references for the starting point and finishing points, and 
stating the vertical exaggeration.

Vertical exaggeration (VE) is a measure of the degree that the vertical scale of a cross-section has 
been exaggerated compared to the horizontal scale. The VE for each cross-section must be given so 
that a false impression of the shape of the land isn given to the reader.  To calculate the vertical 
exaggeration divide the vertical scale of the cross-section by its horizontal scale.  As a formula this is:

     VS   (vertical scale from the cross-section)
 Vertical Exaggeration (VE) =  HS   (horizontal scale from the topographic map) 

 The resulting answer, let's say it is 5, means that the vertical scale has been exaggerated (or 
 stretched) 5 times the horizontal scale. 

Cross-section from GR 453288 to GR 496304 - VE = 5

Figure 10.1 - Drawing a cross-section
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Topographic Map Skills  11

Gradient
Gradient is a measure of the angle of a slope to the horizontal plane.

To calculate gradient use the formula:
! ! ! ! ! ! Difference in height
! ! ! ! ! ! Horizontal distance

To calculate the gradient between A and B on 
Figure 11.1 -

Gradient =   80 metres (height difference)
!         180 metres (horizontal distance)

!      =    1
!          2.25
This means that for every 1 metre rise you would 
travel 2.25 metres horizontally.
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Gradient may be expressed:!
1.! as a fraction -  !   1
! ! ! ! 2.25
2.! in words -  a rise of 1 metre for every 2¼ metres horizontally
! ! ! or 1 in 2.25
3.! as a ratio - 1: 2.25
4.! as an angle - 24o

Figure 11.1 - Gumnut Lake
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Figure 11.2 - Classifying gradients
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1.! Colour the map appropriately to show the different heights (elevations) indicated by 
! the contour lines. Don’t forget to fill in the legend.
2.! What is the contour interval?! ! ! ! ! ....................................
3.! How high is “A”?! ! ! ! ! ! ! ....................................
4.! Mark the highest point on the map.
! How high is the highest point on the map?! ! ! ....................................
5.! Identify the tributary to the Penny River.
! What is the general direction of flow of the tributary?! ! ....................................
! How did you work this out?! ...............................................................................
! Can you think of a second way to determine the direction of flow of the river?!
! ....................................................................................................................................
6.! Mark the following on the map -

! ✳  a hilltop ! ! ✳  the broad valley of the Penny River

! ✳  two spurs!! ✳  two v-shaped valleys (also called re-entrants)! !

20

20

80
60

A

80

60
40

Maton Bay

Penny River

Maton Bay
LEGEND

<  20 metres

20 metres to 40 metres

40 metres to 60 metres

60 metres to 80 metres

80 metres to 100 metres

N

0 200 400 600 800 1000 metres

Topographic  Maps - Exercise  1
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1.! Shade in the land between 20 metres and 40 metres yellow.
! Shade in the land above 100 metres green.
2.! Mark in the following on the map: two hilltops, a saddle (or col), a cliff, a convex 
! slope, a V-shaped valley (or re-entrant).
3.! What is the direction from -  ! B to A?  .........................  B to C?  .........................
4.! In which quadrant of the map is B?! ! ..........................................................
5.! Mark in a walking trail from C to A that avoids the steepest slopes.
6.! You have recently purchased Paradise Island and are going to develop a resort 
! complex at a point along its coastline. Mark in where you would build the resort and 
! explain why you have decided to build it in the marked location (you must give at 
! least two reasons).
! ! ! ! .....................................................................................................
! .....................................................................................................................................
! .....................................................................................................................................

20

40

60

80

N

Paradise Island

0 10 kilometres9876543211

A B

C
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50 200 metres150100500

1.! What is the height of the land at:   ! D?  ..........................    E?  ..........................
! ! ! ! ! ! ! C?  ..........................    B?  ..........................
2.! What is the direction from:!       B to E ?  ..........................   A to C?  ..........................
3.! What is the distance in a straight line from B to E?  ...................................................
4.! You are a ranger working for the Water Corporation. It has been decided to place a 
! sign at the beginning of the walking trail near the dam wall. It is your job to provide 
! details of the length of a return walk to the knoll overlooking Gumnut Lake and the 
! time to make the return trip assuming an average walking pace of 5km/hr. 
! Complete the sign below -

Gumnut Lake View Trail  ……....… metres (out and back)   ....... minutes return

5.! The Water Corporation has decided to raise the height of the dam wall so that the 
! water level in Gumnut Lake will be raised to the 40 metre contour line. In a blue 
! pencil, shade in the area that Gumnut Lake will now cover.

6.! The raising of the dam wall will mean that the walking trail will need to be realigned. 
! On the map draw a new re-aligned walking trail.
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1.! What is the length of Uluru at its widest point?!! ! ....................................
2.! What is the direction from A to B?! ! ! ! ....................................
! What is the direction from A to B as a compass bearing?! ....................................
3.! How long is the road that circles Uluru?!! ! ! ....................................
! How long would it take you to drive this distance at an average speed of 60 km/hr?
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ....................................
4.! Draw a cross-section from C to D on the grid below.

! ! ! ! ! ! VE = ...................
!
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50 200 metres150100500

1.! Colour the areas above 300 metres but less than 320 metres yellow.
2.! Identify the landforms at - !A ........................................   B ........................................
! ! ! ! ! C ........................................  D ........................................
3.! What is the direction of - ! A from C? ...........................  C from A? ...........................
! ! ! ! ! D from B? ..........................   D from A? ...........................
4.! What is the height of the hill on the eastern side of the map?  ...................................
! What is the height of the hill at A? ...................................
5.! What is the distance from the hill at A to the spot height in the east of the 
! map?  ......................................
6.! Give two pieces of evidence that indicate that this area has a desert climate.

! ➊  ............................................................   ➋  ............................................................

7.! A train line is to be built through the Twin Peaks area from north to south. 
! Draw the most likely route on the map remembering that the gradient of the line 
! should be as close to zero as possible.

8.! On your own paper, draw a cross-section from A to the spot height on the eastern 
! edge of the map.

N

Topographic  Maps - Exercise  5
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1.! What is the cultural feature at -! GR 751389?  !! ! ! ................................

! ! ! ! ! ! GR 723346?  !! ! ! ................................
2.! In which grid square is - ! ! Point Alexander?! ! ! ................................

! ! ! ! ! ! Pelican peak?!! ! ! ................................
3.! Identify and label appropriately the following landforms -

! ✴ hilltop   ✴ col (or saddle)   ✴ spur   ✴ ridge   ✴ knoll (other than Gruff Knoll)

 ✴ re-entrant (or V-shaped valley)   ✴ broad valley   ✴ river delta.
4. What is the distance from the intersection in AR 7537 and the one in AR 7538?
           ................................
 How long would it take you to travel this distance at an average speed of 70km/hr?
           ................................
5. The buildings along the road near Point Alexander are holiday cottages. Give two reasons for 
 holiday cottages being built at this location.
       ..............................................................................
 ....................................................................................................................................................

Topographic  Maps - Exercise  6
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1.! What is the cultural feature at - ! GR 285507?  ...................  GR 259494? ...................

! ! ! ! ! ! GR 273520?  ...................  GR  236487? ..................

2.! What is the natural feature at -! GR 289500?! ..................   GR 268526? ..................

3.! Mark in the following on the map -! hilltops higher than 300 metres, a saddle (or col),
! two knolls, a re-entrant (or V-shaped valley).

4.! What is the height of the hill in AR 2451?! ! ! ! ! ..........................

5.! What is the length of the runway at Numbat Valley airfield?! ! ..........................

6.! What is the direction from the Lakeview station to the Numbat Valley 
! station?         
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ..........................

Topographic  Maps - Exercise  7
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 7.! What is the railway distance from the station at Lakeview to the station 
! at Numbat Valley?!    ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ..................................

! How long would it take a train to travel this distance at an average 
! speed of 90km/hr? ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ..................................

8.! What is the relief (difference in height) between the summit of the hill 
! in AR 2451 and the road intersection at GR 235504?! ! ! ..................................

9.! The area of pine plantation in the northeast quadrant of the map is
! approximately -

! A.! 0.5 km 2

! B.! 1 km2

! C.! 100 km2

! D.! 20 km2!! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ..................................

! Explain how you arrived at this answer - .....................................................................................

! ......................................................................................................................................................

10.! What is the density of buildings in AR 3352?! ! ! ! ..................................

3km
11.! You are driving around Numbat Valley 
! and arrive at an intersection. Your car is 
! facing !northwest and you are looking at 
! this sign -
! This intersection is at -

! ! ! ! ! ! ! A.! GR 247488
! ! ! ! ! ! ! B.! GR 234503
! ! ! ! ! ! ! C.! GR 275517
! ! ! ! ! ! ! D.! GR 232500!         ..................................

12.! The Shire of Numbat Valley wants to improve tourism in the area and has empIoyed you to 
! assess the recreational potential of the Shire. Identify three existing recreational activities 
! evident on the map.

! Activity 1! ..........................................................................! GR .......................................

! Activity 2! ..........................................................................! GR .......................................

! Activity 3! ..........................................................................! GR .......................................

! Identify and justify three other recreational activities that may be possibilities for the area.
!
! Activity 1! ..............................................................................................................................

! ! ! .............................................................................................................................

! Activity 2! ..............................................................................................................................

! ! ! .............................................................................................................................

Numbat Valley  
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1. What is the scale of this map as a written statement? ..................................................................

 ...............................................................................................................................................................

2. What is the scale of this map as a representative fraction?    ................................

3. This map has a -

 A. medium scale
 B. large scale
 C. small scale         ................................

4. What is the height of Mt. O’Brien in AR 9842?                    ......................................................

5. What is the grid reference of  -  a) Crusher Falls   ................................

       b) 212m spot height   ................................

Topographic  Maps - Exercise  8
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6. What is the direction of Mt La Forge from Point Picard?      ................................

7. In which quadrant is Riker Ridge?       ................................

8. Mark the following on the map:  a concave slope and a convex slope.

9. In which area reference do you find the steepest gradient ?  
  
 A. AR 0141   
 B. AR 9742   
 C. AR 0145   
 D. AR 0341?         ...................................
 
 Why this area reference? .........................................................................................................................

10. What is the general direction of flow of the stream in AR 0141?    ...................................

11. The area of the land subject to inundation on the Point Picard map is nearest to -

 A. 20 km2
 B. 2 km2
 C. 7 km2
 D. 70 km2          ...................................

12. What is the length of the gravel road in the western part of the map?  ...................................

 How long would it take you to travel this distance in a four-wheel drive 
 travelling at an average speed of 30 km/hr?      ...................................

13. The Country Fire Authority is looking to site a bushfire observation tower in the area of  this map. 
 Give a grid reference for an appropriate site and give your reasons for choosing this site.

  Grid reference ................................................................................................................................
  
  Reasons ................................................................................................................................
    
    ................................................................................................................................

13. Draw a cross-section from the trigonometric station at GR 974411 to the spot height at GR 050458.
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250

 On the cross-section, correctly annotate the following: 
     
    a) the Troi River and two of its tributaries, 
    b) a gravel road.

 What is the relief across your cross-section?     ...................................
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1.! What is the height of Pikes Peak at GR 641238?!          ..................................................

2.! If you were standing on Pikes Peak could you see Sulu Bay? Explain your answer.

! ................................................................................................................................................

3.! What is the direction of Pikes Peak from the trig. station on Kirk Island?  .............................

4.! What is the bearing from the top of the hill at GR 633189 to the trig. station on Kirk 
! Island?! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ...........................

5.! How far from the mainland is Kirk Island at its closest point?!! ! ...........................

6.! In which quadrant of the map is Sulu Bay?! ! ! ! ! ...........................
1
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7.! If you were travelling by boat to Kirk Island would you land on its north coast or south 
! coast? Explain your answer.
! ! ! ! ! ......................................................................................................

! ................................................................................................................................................

8.! What is the gradient from the end of the road to to summit of the hill at GR 609236? 

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ...........................

! How does this gradient explain the zig-zag pattern of the walking trail from the end of the 
! road to the summit of the hill?
! ! ! ! ! ! ...........................................................................................

! ................................................................................................................................................

9.! What is the area of the street block centred at GR590220 in the town of Chekov?  
! ! ! ! ! ! !
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ...........................

10.! Urban development has occurred along the coast in the area of this map. Why do you 
! think this is so?
! ! ! ! ................................................................................................................

! ................................................................................................................................................ 

11.! There are a number of holiday homes along the coast to the south of Nimoy River. What 
! makes this an attractive area for holiday homes? 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ...........................................................
!
! ................................................................................................................................................

12.! The population of Chekov is growing. The local council sees the need to develop more 
! land to cater for the town’s expansion. Two possible development areas are -

! ! ! ➊! along the valley of the Nimoy River, and
! ! ! ➋! the coastal area between Point Scott and Uhura Bay.

Development 
Area

Plus Minus

➊

➋
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Topographic  Maps - Exercise  10

1.! What is the scale of this map as a representative fraction ?! ! ............................

2.! What is the scale of this map as a written statement?! ...................................................

! ................................................................................................................................................

3.! What is the general direction of the flow of the Murray River?! ........................................

4.! Give the grid reference of the confluence of Kickatinalong Creek and
!  its tributary in the northwest quadrant of the map.! ! ! ! ............................
! (Note: a confluence is where where two streams meet)

5.! What is the area reference in which Mt Bilby is located?! ! ! ............................

6.! What is the density of buildings in AR 8207?! ! ! ! ............................
! (Note: density is the number of features per unit area)

7.! What is the height of Mt Echidna at GR 829157?! ! ! ! ............................ 

8.! What is the height of the knoll at GR 790070?! ! ! ! ............................
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30

9.! A dam is to be built across the Murray River along northing 11. This dam will be high 
! enough to create a lake with a water level of 140 metres. On the map -

! ! ✳  ! draw in the dam in the appropriate location - it should be about 900m wide, 
! ! ✳  ! shade in blue the extent of the lake that will form behind it,
! ! ✳ ! give the lake behind the dam a suitable name.

10.! What is the bearing from Mt Potoroo to Mt Bilby?! ! ! ! ................................

11.! Describe the site of the town of Kickatinalong. ..........................................................................
!
! ....................................................................................................................................................

! ....................................................................................................................................................

! ....................................................................................................................................................
! Note: site is the natural landscape on which a town is built.

12.! You are employed as a ranger by the Kickatinalong Shire Council. You have been given the 
! job of creating a sign to be placed at the beginning of the Kangaroo Falls Walking Track (this 
! track begins at GR 841096 ending at Kangaroo Falls in AR 9210). 

! The information you need to include on your sign below -

! ! ✳  ! the return distance of the walking trail,
! ! ✳  ! the time it would take for a return walk (assume an average walking speed 
! !      ! of 3km/hr),
! ! ✳  ! the degree of difficulty of the walk (see Table 1)

GRADE 1 
(EASY)

Opportunity for large number of walkers, including those with reduced walking ability to walk on well marked and even tracks. Tracks are man made and may have 
a few steps. Should not be steep. Suitable for beginners. Distance should not exceed about 10km.

GRADE 2 
(EASY-MEDIUM)

Easy walk, mostly on tracks of low gradient. Opportunity to walk easily in natural environments on well marked tracks. Tracks should not be steep. Distance should 
not exceed about 15km.

GRADE 3 
(MEDIUM)

Medium walk with some hilly sections and/or rougher terrain. Opportunity to walk on defined and distinct tracks with some steep sections requiring a moderate 
level of fitness. Suitable for fit beginners. Distance should not exceed about 20km.

GRADE 4 
(MEDIUM-HARD)

Steeper, rougher terrain and may have off-track sections (no more than one quarter of the walk) or a longer distance track walk. Opportunity to explore and 
discover relatively undisturbed natural environments mostly along defined and distinct tracks. Tracks can be steep. There may be short sections of rock scrambling 
involved. Leaders should have map reading abilities and/or ability to use a compass. Distance depending on circumstances. Not suitable for most beginners.

GRADE 5 
(HARD)

Off-track or difficult terrain. Opportunity for walkers with advanced outdoor knowledge and skills to find their own way along often indistinct tracks or off track in 
remote locations. May include steep sections of unmodified surfaces. There may be rock scrambling, creek walking and crossing involved. Distance should not 
exceed 30km, but may be short and difficult. Not suitable for beginners.

GRADE 6 
(VERY HARD)

Strenuous off-track walk or very long distance. Opportunity for highly experienced walkers to explore remote and challenging natural areas without reliance on 
managed tracks. Terrain may be steep, uneven and no track. There may be rock scrambling, creek walking and crossing involved. Distance covered is unlimited, 
but may be short and difficult. Only for experienced walkers and not suitable for beginners.

Table 1 - Grading of Walks (courtesy of the Confederation of Bushwalking Clubs - Australia)

Kangaroo 
Falls
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Topographic  Maps - Exercise  Answers

Exercise 1

1.  ! Teachers will need to check student work 
! individually to ensure that from this task the student 
! understands how contour lines work as !well as how to 
! create an appropriate key.
2.! Contour interval - 20 metres
3.! A is 40 metres high (on the contour line). 
4.! Highest point on map is the hilltop in the 
! southwest corner. 
! Height - greater that 80m but less than 100 m.
! (accept any number between 80 and 100 but do 
! not accept 80 or 100 - 80m would indicate a dead flat 
! hilltop and 100 would require another contour line).
5.! Students may need explanation of what a tributary is.
! Tributary flows in a northeasterly direction.
! How to work this out? a) contour lines, b) direction that 
! tributary joins Penny River, c) rivers drain into a body of 
! water (Maton Bay).
6.! See adjacent map.
!

Exercise 2

1.  ! Teachers will need to check student work 
! individually to ensure that from this task the student 
! understands how contour lines work.
2.! See adjacent map.
3.! B to A - west; B to C - south 
4.! Northeast quadrant
5.! Walking trail should follow a line to the western side of 
! the two hills thus avoiding the steep slopes and cliffs on 
! the eastern side of the island.
6.! Around the inlet on the southwestern side of the island - 
! protected harbour/wharf facilities, gentle slopes for 
! building (reduce construction costs) and may also provide 
! access to fresh water.

Exercise 3

1.  ! D - 40 metres! ! E - 100 metres!
! C - Greater that 120 metres but less than 140 metres.
! B - Greater that 160 metres but less that 180 metres.
2.! B to E - southwest.! ! A to C - north northeast
3.! Accept a range - 140m to 145m
4.! Accept a range - 960 to 1000 metres (out and backy)
! Accept a range - 11½ to 12 minutes
5.! Extend the existing dam wall so that it just above the 40m 
! contour line.
! Shade in the area behind the new dam wall that is below 
! 40m.
!
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Exercise 4

1.! Range 2,700 - 2,730 metres.
2.! South, 182o

3.! Range 9-5 - 10 kilometres.
4.! VE = 2

X
Exercise 5

1.! See map
2.! A - hill top ! B - saddle! C - spur
! D - re-entrant (or V-shaped valley
3.! A from C - southwest!     C from A - northeast!
! D from B - east northeast  D from A - east
4.! ☀ 352 metres! !
! ☀ greater than 520 metres but less than 540 metres
5.! Range 610 - 620 metres
6.! ☀ intermittent streams means that they flow only in periods 
! of rain.!
! ☀  salt lake are a feature of dry climates.
7.! A number of routes are possible, however students need to 
! think about the implications of a route too close to the  
! north-south flowing stream and the location of salt lakes (these need to be avoided) -teachers will need to check 
! students’ chosen route.
8.! See below. Note: cross-section will need a vertical exaggeration which will depend on the chosen vertical scale.
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Exercise 7

1.! ☀ GR 285507 - camping ground   ☀ GR 259494 - church   
! ☀ GR 274519 - station   ☀ GR 236487 - buildings   
2.! ☀ GR 289500 - confluence   
! ☀ GR 268526 - knoll or hill top or hill
3.! See map.
4.! 232 metres
5.! 1.3 kilometres
6.! south southwest (SSW)
7.! Range 3.6 - 3.8 kilometres
8.! Range 2.4 minutes - 2.53 minutes (note: this is a 
! follow-on from the previous question - students 
! may have the first part incorrect but may be correct 
! for the second part because it is based on an 
! incorrect first part.)
9.! B - 1km2

10.! 3 per km2

11.! C
12.! Three obvious recreational activities: ☀ picnic area - GR 288518   ☀ sports oval - GR 269487
! ☀ camping - GR 285507
! Possible recreational activities:
! ☀ swimming/skiing at Lake Lucas or Emily Lake     ! ☀ recreational flying at Numbat Valley airfield
! ☀ landscape photography - number of high points for landscape shots
! ☀ other possiblities accepted at teacher’s discretion
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! ! ! ! ! ! ! Exercise 8

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 1.! One centimetre represents* 500 metres (or ½ 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! kilometre) - * “equals” is not acceptable
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 2.! 1/50,000
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 3.! A - topographic maps are medium scale maps)
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 4.! Greater then 220 metres but less than 240m
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 5.! ☀ Crusher Falls - GR 975418!
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ☀ 212m spot height - GR 051458
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 6.! Southeast
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 7.! Southeast quadrant
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 8.! See map
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 9.! B - the contour lines of AR 9742 are closest 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! together of the four options
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 10.! North
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 11.! C
12.! Range 5.7 - 6 kilometres range 11.4 - 12 minutes (note: !this is a follow-on from the previous question - 
! students may have the first part incorrect but may be correct for the second part because it is based on an 
! incorrect first part.)
! ! ! ! ! !
13.!
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Note: ! the annotation of the cross-section should follow the following protocols - lines to the cross-section 
! should be vertical with the arrowhead just touching the line AND labels should be written along a 
! horizontal line to allow easy reading.
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Exercise 9

1.! Greater than 150 metres but less than 160 metres.
2.! No because the southern slope of the hill in AR 6022 is just higher than Pikes Peak (in the line of sight from 
! Pikes Peak to Sulu Bay.
3.! Northeast - NE
4.! 277o

5.! Range 1km - 1.1km
6.! Northwest quadrant
7.! The north coast - the south coast is cliffed and would thus be inaccessible to boats.
8.! ☀  1 in 10.8   ☀ this is a moderate slope and the trail has a zig-zag pattern to make for easier walking.
9.! 15,000 m2 or .015km2

10.! Land along the coast is reasonably flat which makes building easier (settlement and transport lines) - the 
! coast is backed by quite steep slopes which are more difficult to build on. 
11. ! ☀ ocean views! ☀ access to beach  ☀ closeness to Kirk Island   ☀ other answers at teacher’s discretion
!
12. Development 

Area
Plus Minus

➊ * existing road along valley link new   
   development to Chekov
* plenty available land
* close to Chekov and its facilities

* may be prone to flooding
* land is restricted for development 
  further up the valley

➋ * existing roads link new development to 
   Chekov
* close to Chekov and its facilities
* available land

* development may spoil amenity of area
* increased pressure on beach resources

! Note: other possible answers at the discretion of teacher.

Exercise 10
!
1.! 1:100,000  or  1/100.000
2.! One centimetre represents one kilometre
3.! South
4.! GR 788147
5.! AR 8908
6.! 6 buildings per km2

7.! Greater than 300 metres but 
! less than 310 metres
8.! Greater than 220 metres but 
! less than 240 metres 
9.! See map.
! Name of dam needs to be
! written horizontally.
10.! 206o

11.! Kickatinalong is located on the 
! southwest-facing slope of the 
! valley of Kickatinalong Creek 
! near its junction with the 
! Murray River.
12.! ☀ Return distance - 16.4 km
! ☀ 5.5 hours (may round off to 
! 6 hours)
! ☀ Grade 3 (medium)
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